
A THROUGH-GLASS touch-
activated alert system designed to 
help shops, offices and other 
buildings open to the public become 
compliant with the Disability 
Discrimination Act

Features:

!Operates with the lightest of touches, through gloves, or proximity

!Suitable for operation through single and double glazing. (Not suitable on windows with a metallic 
coating)

!Vandal-proof - installs to the inside of a window !

!Low cost

!Stylish brushed stainless steel faceplate - entire area of plate is sensitive

!Ideal for elderly and disabled - no pressure required, operates with the lightest of finger touches

!Perfect for installations that need to comply with the Disabilities Discrimination Act (DDA)

!'Fit and forget' technology. Fully self-calibrating, for life!

!No moving push-button parts

!Blue disabled logo and text

!LED indicator and wireless chime (optional) operate on touch.

!Activation time adjustable to one of three settings (0,10,20s)

!Everything included for easy self installation (TouchCall, remote chime, AC/DC plug-in power adapter 
with 5 metre cable, cable clips, high-performance double-sided-adhesive, instructions)

TouchCall

TouchCall is a low cost proximity-sensing switch designed to allow disabled persons to call for assistance. The 
window-mount unit is sensitive through both single-pane/plate-glass and double glazing and operates when a 
person touches the other side of the glass. The wireless chime alerts people inside the shop/office and a bright 
LED shines through the window to register the caller's request for assistance. Using 'fit and forget' technology, 
TouchCall is fully self-calibrating, for life, and has absolutely no moving push-button parts. The faceplate is 
brushed stainless steel.



Coastform Systems Ltd
Tel: 01909 561470

Fax: 08700 516793
sales@coastform.co.uk

www.coastform.co.uk

Established in 1990, Coastform applies the latest advances in technology 
to create sophisticated yet beautifully simple to use solutions. Our product 
portfolio includes ‘prox’ access control, touch switches, through-glass touch 
interfaces, and ultra-bright L.E.D. lighting modules. Bespoke solutions 
available. Coastform’s products are designed and manufactured in the UK.

SPECIFICATIONS

Operating Voltage

Current consumption

Output type

Range, wireless chime

Calibration

Window Mount:

Faceplate dimensions

Faceplate material

Faceplate Graphic

Sensitive area

Sensitivity settings

12V DC   (Power supply included)

3.5mA quiescent (35mA when activated)

L.E.D. , Loud Buzzer, Wireless Chime (optional)

30 metres

Automatic, at power-up. Fully self-calibrating, for life

Use high-performance double-sided adhesive supplied. Faceplate has no mounting holes

85mm x 85mm, 5mm corner radius (Single-gang fitting)

Brushed stainless steel

 Recessed design with green or blue enamel fill

Anywhere on faceplate / glass in front of faceplate
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